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Mindfulness Jars 

What is happening in your brain when you feel stressed 
out? 

It’s totally normal to feel stressed out! Maybe it’s hard to 

sleep the night before a big test at school, or you feel a 

little shaky before a big game. Way back before humans 

even went to school, stress helped our cavemen ancestors respond better to danger – 

but even though we don’t need to run away from wild animals anymore, our brains 

still send the same messages when we are feeling stressed! 

Either way, stress is no fun when we want to feel relaxed and peaceful. One way to 

calm ourselves down when we are feeling overwhelmed is to focus on breathing and 

distract our brains. Having a mindfulness jar can help remind you to slow down, 

breathe, and relax. 

Note for educators: this lesson is intended to teach students about what stress is, where it comes from, and 
general tips for managing everyday stress. It should not be used as a replacement for professional psychological 
care. In some cases, this activity might bring up challenging topics or discussions, or may cause children to feel 
worried. For 24/7 free, confidential nationwide support finding resources to manage stress, please cal l 1-800-
662-HELP (4357), and see below for more resources. 

In this activity, you will make a mindfulness jar. 

 

 

 

Facilitator Background: 

 Brainwaves are produced by electrical pulses from neurons communicating 
with each other 

 Brainwaves are detected using sensors placed on the scalp and measured in 
bandwidths – but mostly considered on a scale from “slow, loud, functional” to 
“fast, subtle, complex” – measured in Hertz 

Objectives: 

 Identify what is happening in the brain during stress and how it affects the body 

 Create a mindfulness jar to use to help focus on breathing during times of worry or stress 
Key Vocabulary: 

 Stress, brain, brain waves 
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 Slower = feeling tired, slow or dreamy 

 Faster = hyper alert, wired 

 Four different types of waves (fastest to slowest): 

 Beta: aroused, engaged 
(i.e. when making a public 
speech) 

 Alpha: non-arousal (i.e. 
meditation, rest) 

 Theta: (i.e. day dreaming 
or light sleep) 

 Delta: (i.e. deep, 
dreamless sleep) 

 Anxiety and panic attacks are 
associated with decreased alpha 
waves, increased high beta waves, and can be affected by low delta 
and theta waves 

 Neuroscienctists and researchers use EEGs 
(electroencephalograms) to measure electrical activity in the brain. 

 During a stressful event, the brain sends distress signals to alert the body of 
danger, creating most of the physical stress responses we are familiar with, 
including increased heart rate, rush of adrenaline, deeper oxygen intake, and 
heightened senses, as well as cortisone, a hormone that is supposed to help 
replace all the energy lost from the event. 

 When the stressful event is over, the level of cortisone drops and the body 
returns back to normal. 

 Although we don’t have control over the direct chemical response, there are 
things we can do with our bodies to relieve stress, reduce cortisol levels, and 
relax. These include: 

 Focused breathing exercises 

 Mindfulness/meditation 

 Journaling 

 Taking a bath 

 Listening to music 

 Guided visualization 



 

 Yoga 

 Going for a walk 

 And more! 

Kid Friendly Language: 

 The brain controls all of our feelings and actions – it does this by sending 
“messages” to other parts of the brain and the body 

 Scientists can use special machines to measure how fast the messages are 

 Super-fast brain waves (they are called “beta” waves) happen when we 
are awake 

 Slower waves  (“alpha” waves) can happen when we are calm or at ease 

 Different brain waves happen during things like day dreaming (“theta” 
waves) 

 Super slow brain waves (“delta” waves) come later when we are fast 
asleep. Our brains are sending less messages and working less hard 

 When we are feeling stressed out, our brains are probably sending lots of beta 
waves, which can sometimes make our bodies feel really active – it’s different for 
everyone, and whatever you feel when you’re stressed is probably normal! 

 Sometimes there are other chemicals in the brain during stress that increase our 
energy. That’s why it’s normal to feel things in your body when you are feeling 
stressed out, like your heart beating faster. It’s all from different messages being 
sent in the brain, but whatever you feel, other people feel too! 

 There are things we can do to change the speed of our brain waves like: 

 Yoga or meditation 

 Using a calm down jar 

 What else? 

If you are looking for additional resources or know someone who is struggling to manage stress, please 

reach out to your child’s school counselor/psychologist, his/her pediatrician, or if you are in the District 

of Columbia area, the Children’s National Hospital READY Clinic by calling 571-405-5912. For 24/7 free, 

confidential nationwide support finding resources to manage stress, please call 1-800-662-HELP (4357). 

In case of emergency, always call 911. 

Sources: Bernstein, R (2016); Hermann, N (1997); University of Michigan (2018); and Brain and Body Solutions. 

For more information about anxiety disorder treatment at Children’s National Hospital, please  click here or call 

202.476.5980 

https://www.tuw.edu/health/how-stress-affects-the-brain/
https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/what-is-the-function-of-t-1997-12-22/
https://www.uofmhealth.org/health-library/uz2209
https://brainandbodysolutions.com/goals/stress-and-anxiety/
https://childrensnational.org/departments/anxiety-disorders-program


 

Key Questions 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Materials: 

 Leak-proof jar (such as Mason jar) is best, but a water bottle or other container 
could work 

 Glitter glue 

 Warm water (enough to fill your container) 

 Optional: Different colored beads, Lego pieces, food coloring, oil 

 Optional: Glycerin or dish soap 

 Optional: Epoxy, or other non-water soluble glue  

Activity Plan 

1. Connect to prior knowledge: 

 Ask: What are some things that make you feel stressed? 

 Explain: Stress is a normal part of our lives! Our brains control everything 
we do by sending different kinds of messages – When we are feeling 
relaxed, our brain sends one kind of message. But if we are worried about 
something, the brain sends a different kind that can make our bodies start 
feeling different things, like our heart might beat a little faster, or we 
might sweat a little. One of the things we can do to feel a little better and 
change the messages our brains are sending is focus on breathing. 

 What are some ways you make yourself feel better 

when you are worried or stressed? 
o Possible Responses: Responses will vary – yoga, deep breaths, 

mindfulness, etc. 

 What do you think might be happening in your brain 

when you feel worried or stressed?? 
o Possible Responses: Your brain thinks there is danger so it is 

sending signals to help you react better 



 

 Explain: The different things we add to the jar can represent different 
feelings or worries. When you add something to the jar, name it as a 
feeling or something you are worried about. 

2. Fill the jar most of the way with warm water 

3. Add a pinch of glitter to the jar, if using. If you have multiple colors of glitter, one 
color might represent thoughts, another feelings, and another behaviors. 

4. Optional: Add any other chosen/found materials to the jar, naming different 
worries if you so choose. 

5. Optional: Add a few drops of glycerin to the jar (this helps slow the fall of the 
glitter) 

6. Seal the jar up with epoxy or other glue. Duct tape could work as an alternative. 

7. To use for mindful breathing: 

 Shake the jar 

 Watch the glitter in the jar begin to fall to the bottom 

 Breathe in slowly through your nose, counting to five 

 Slowly release the breath through your mouth, counting to five 

 Repeat until all the glitter has settled 

For an example script to follow, see this website. As with all activities, adult supervision is strongly 
recommended. 

Follow-Up Questions 

 What have you heard about stress or worry? 

 What are some things that make you feel better when you are stressed? 

Extension Activities 

 Sleep vs. wake brain wave landscapes 

 Address that Stress 

 

 

https://www.mindful.org/how-to-create-a-glitter-jar-for-kids/
file://///PVBIOSTAT2/Projects/Hepc/Discover%20SCIENCE-SEPA/Lessons/Updated%20Website%20Lessons/SLEEP/Deep%20in%20Sleep%20-%20DRAFT.pdf
file://///PVBIOSTAT2/Projects/Hepc/Discover%20SCIENCE-SEPA/Lessons/Updated%20Website%20Lessons/Address%20That%20Stress%20-%20DRAFT.pdf


 

Check it out! 

Books: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Videos: 

 

 

 

 

The Brain: Our Nervous System by Seymour Simon (Grades K-4) 

The human brain is behind everything you do. From taking your 

first step to creating the computer, this vital organ gives humans 

the ability to learn and adapt to an ever-changing world. 

 

It’s All in Your Head: A Guide to Understanding Your Brain and 

Boosting Your Brain Power by Susan L. Barrett (Ages 10+) 

Discusses the physiology and evolution of the brain, definitions 

and measuring of intelligence, problem solving, and other related 

topics. 

 

 

 

We All Have Mental 

Health – Anna Freud NCFF 

We All Have Mental Health is an 
animation designed to give 
young people aged 11-14 a 
common language and 
understanding of what we mean 
by mental health and how we 
can look after it. 
 
©Anna Freud NCFF 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D
xIDKZHW3-E 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DxIDKZHW3-E
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DxIDKZHW3-E


 

 
 

 

 

 

 Stress is when you are 

worried or uncomfortable 

about something. These 

feelings can make your body 

feel bad. 

 Everyone gets stressed! It’s 

important to know ways to 

“de-stress” and make 

yourself feel better 

 Having  a distraction and 

focusing on breathing can 

help 


